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Abstract

Ribonucleotides are frequently incorporated into DNA and can be used as a marker of DNA 

replication enzymology. To investigate on a genome-wide scale, how E. coli pol V accesses 

undamaged chromosomal DNA during the SOS response, we mapped the location of 

ribonucleotides incorporated by steric gate variants of pol V across the entire E. coli genome. To 

do so, we used strains that are deficient in ribonucleotide excision repair (ΔrnhB), deficient in pol 

IV DNA polymerase, constitutively express all SOS-regulated genes [lexA(Def)] and 

constitutively “activated” RecA* (recA730). The strains also harbor two steric gate variants of E. 
coli pol V (Y11A, or F10L), or a homolog of pol V, (pol VR391-Y13A). Ribonucleotides are 

frequently incorporated by the pol V-Y11A and pol VR391-Y13A variants, with a preference to the 

lagging strand. In contrast, the pol V-F10L variant incorporates less ribonucleotides and no strand 

preference is observed. Sharp transitions in strand specificity are observed at the replication origin 

(oriC), while a gradient is observed at the termination region. To activate RecA* in a recA+ strain, 

we treated the strains with ciprofloxacin and genome-wide mapped the location of the 

incorporated ribonucleotides. Again, the pol V-Y11A steric gate variant exhibited a lagging strand 

preference. Our data are consistent with a specific role for pol V in lagging strand DNA synthesis 

across the entire E. coli genome during the SOS response.
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1. Introduction

Most damage-induced mutagenesis in E. coli is dependent upon DNA polymerase V (pol V) 

[1,2]. Pol V is encoded by the umuDC genes and is induced as part of the stress-inducible 

SOS response [3]. As part of the SOS response, the RecA recombinase is induced and forms 

nucleoprotein filaments [4]. This is often referred to as “activated” RecA, or RecA*. In this 

so-called activated form, RecA* mediates the self-cleavage of the transcriptional repressor 

of the SOS response, LexA, leading to the expression of all LexA-regulated genes, including 

UmuD and UmuC. Dimeric UmuD is not active for mutagenesis until it undergoes a similar 

RecA* cleavage reaction to generate UmuD’2 [5–7]. UmuD’2 interacts with UmuC to form 

heterotrimeric UmuD’2C = pol V [8]. However, pol V exhibits weak activity in vitro [9]. Its 

activity is, however, significantly increased in vitro in the presence of RecA* [10]. It is 

believed that activation occurs when a single RecA monomer is transferred from the 3′ end 

of a RecA nucleoprotein filament along with ATP to UmuD’2C to generate a UmuD’2C-

RecA-ATP complex, that is the biologically active form of pol V (pol V Mut) [11].

In addition to promoting DNA damage-induced translesion synthesis (TLS), in certain 

genetic backgrounds, pol V Mut confers a considerable spontaneous mutator activity to E. 
coli [12,13]. Studies using lacZ reporter assays suggest that much of this mutator activity is 

targeted to the lagging DNA strand, at least in the context of the lacZ allele [14]. We were 

interested in determining whether this strand bias would extend to the entire E. coli genome. 

To do so, we generated E. coli strains in which pol V would be expected to be highly active 

[recA730 lexA51(Def)] and also deficient in the major ribonucleotide excision repair 

pathway, due to a deletion of RNase HII (ΔrnhB) [15]. We then utilized so-called “steric 

gate” mutant variants of pol V that have altered abilities to incorporate ribonucleotides 

during replication of undamaged DNA [16] and have used the HydEn-seq method [17] to 

track pol V-dependent misincorporated ribonucleotides across the E. coli genome. In the 

presence of RecA* (genetically activated recA730, or recA+ treated with ciprofloxacin), pol 

V variants with an increased ability to incorporate ribonucleotides were tracked to the 

lagging strand across the entire genome. In particular, there was a sharp strand transition at 

the single E. coli origin of replication (oriC). The lagging strand bias is clearly pol V-

dependent, since the bias disappeared in the pol V-F10L variant that exhibits decreased 

ribonucleotide incorporation [16]. Our study, therefore, provides the first evidence that under 

appropriate activating conditions, pol V has access to the entire undamaged E. coli genome 

and particularly, the lagging strand.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids

All bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Bacterial growth conditions

Bacterial cells were streaked out from frozen stocks on LB agar plates containing kanamycin 

(50 μg/mL), spectinomycin (25 μg/mL), and zeocin (25 μg/mL). 4–6 colonies were diluted 

in 2–3 mL LB media containing antibiotics and incubated at 37 °C overnight. The overnight 
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culture was then diluted into 25 mL LB media containing antibiotics to have OD600 = 0.05. 

Where noted, ciprofloxacin was added to the media to a final concentration of 30 ng/mL. 

Cells were grown 2–3 hours (OD600 = 0.4–0.6) and then centrifuged to harvest the cell 

pellet. The saved pellet was used for DNA extraction.

2.3. HydEn-seq method

The HydEn-seq method and sequence data analyses have been previously described [17]. 

We used E. coli K12, DH10B reference genome build 2008-03-17 from the NCBI for 

sequence alignment. The strand bias plots were analyzed as previously described [18].

2.4. Data availability

The sequencing data of this study have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus 

(GEO) database, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo with the accession no. GSE158570. 

Custom scripts are available upon request to the corresponding author.

3. Results

3.1. Genome-wide tracking of ribonucleotides in the E. coli genome by HydEn-seq 
method

To track the replication enzymology of pol V, we used the HydEn-seq method that has been 

previously used to track S. cerevisiae DNA polymerases α, ε, δ, and η [17,19]. In our 

current study, we have tracked incorporated ribonucleotides by pol V steric gate mutants 

Y11A, and F10L, and pol VR391-Y13A. These alleles were chosen based upon previous 

observations regarding their ability to misincorporate ribonucleotides into the E. coli 
genome. F10 is adjacent to the steric gate and the F10L substitution results in an increase in 

ribonucleotide discrimination, compared to wild-type pol V [16]; Y11A effectively removes 

any ribonucleotide selectivity by pol V [16]; and pol VR391-Y13A is a steric gate mutant of 

pol VR391, which is a potent homolog of E. coli pol V [20]. We expected that ribonucleotide 

misincorporation would be highest in pol VR391-Y13A and lowest in pol V-F10L. DNA 

libraries were prepared from the various strains and subject to HydEn-seq analysis. We used 

Illumina NextSeq 500 system to run paired-end sequencing. After alignment with the E. coli 
reference genome, we mapped the location of ribonucleotides incorporated into the genome 

(5′ DNA end after hydrolysis). We used the wild-type strain for background subtraction. To 

visualize the data, we have provided plots obtained from averaged values of three different 

biological replicates, or libraries (Fig. 1). The plots of pol V-Y11A (Fig. 1A, top) and pol 

VR391-Y13A (Fig. 1A, middle) support the hypothesis that both pols misincorporate 

ribonucleotides into the E. coli genome. On the other hand, the plot of the F10L variant was 

almost flat (Fig. 1A, bottom). This observation is, therefore, consistent with the previous in 
vitro study [16] indicating this variant does not incorporate ribonucleotides into the E. coli 
genome.

3.2. Identification of DNA replication origin and termination region in the E. coli genome

Previously, it was shown that the HydEn-seq method could determine the location of DNA 

replication origins and termination regions in the yeast [17]. In E. coli, there is only one 

replication origin, oriC at chromosomal position 3,925,744–3,925,975 [21]. However, there 
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are several termination sites in the termination region. Three main termination sites are 

named TerA, TerB, and TerC at chromosomal positions ~1430000, ~1770000, ~1690000 

[22]. DNA replication starts at oriC in two opposite directions and ends in the termination 

region [23]. We used UCSC genome browser to display the data and track the chromosomal 

positions of oriC, TerA, TerB, and TerC sites (Fig. 1). This analysis revealed clear signal 

transitions that occur at oriC in pol V-Y11A (Fig. 1A, top and B), and especially in pol 

VR391-Y13A plot (Fig. 1A, middle). Transitions at the termination region were much less 

obvious with either mutant compared to the oriC.

3.3. pol V-Y11A and pol VR391-Y13A participate in genome replication with a lagging 
strand preference during the SOS response

For the obtained data shown in Fig. 1, we used wild-type strain for background subtraction 

and calculated the fraction of reads that are mapped to the leading and lagging strands. 

Interestingly, Y11A and Y13A steric gate variants show higher strand specificity for the 

lagging strand (Fig. 1A, top and middle). Since the F10L mutant does not incorporate 

ribonucleotides at a very high level, we were unable to observe a strand preference for F10L 

(Fig. 1A, bottom). The lagging strand preference allows us to investigate where in the 

genome pol V might have access. As the signals (y-axis) are distributed all over the genome 

from the replication origin to the termination region, we conclude pol V has access to the 

entire E. coli genome when it is highly activated in a recA730 lexA51(Def) background. 

This is a novel and prominent finding of this study.

3.4. Ciprofloxacin induces pol V-Y11A to misincorporate ribonucleotides with a lagging 
strand preference

In the previous experiments, pol V was highly activated due to the presence of RecA* 

encoded by recA730. We wanted to determine if a similar pol V strand specificity might be 

observed in recA+ cells that were “stressed” by exposure to the antibiotic ciprofloxacin. 

Therefore, we treated recA+ lexA+ and recA+ lexA51(Def) strains harboring pol V-Y11A 

and pol V wild-type plasmids with 30 ng/mL ciprofloxacin (Fig. 1B). Ciprofloxacin will 

eventually kill the cells and it is not possible for cells to form colonies overnight in 30 

ng/mL Ciprofoxacin. However, as shown by Henrikus et al. [24], exposure of cells to 30 

ng/mL ciprofloxacin for up to 3 h is a strong inducer of the SOS response (as measured by 

many end-points), which is why we chose the 30 ng/mL ciprofloxacin for 3 h regime for our 

studies.

We used treated pol V wild-type for background subtraction. Similar to the previous data 

shown in Fig. 1A, pol V-Y11A plots, the strains treated with ciprofloxacin showed a lagging 

strand preference (Fig. 1B). The strand bias was much less evident in the recA+ lexA+ strain 

treated with ciprofloxacin (Fig. 1B, bottom) and this is likely due to the overall lower 

steady-state levels of pol V induced after treatment compared to fully derepressed levels in 

the lexA51(Def) allele. These observations, therefore, confirm a pol V lagging strand bias in 

both recA+ lexA+ and recA+ lexA51(Def) backgrounds.
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3.5. Template switch is sharper at oriC compared to the termination region

Previously, the HydEn-seq method revealed the template switch sharpness during S. 
cerevisiae DNA replication [17]. To investigate this aspect in our current study, we focused 

on the single oriC and termination region in E. coli. We retrieved the data for pol V-Y11A, 

pol VR391-Y13A, and pol V-F10L. We prepared new plots by using an origin-specific 

window of ~300 kbp versus a terminus-specific window of ~500 kbp and calculated the 

slope of transitions (black lines in Fig. 2A–F). Both pol V Y11A and pol VR391-Y13A 

showed much stronger strand transitions at oriC compared to the termination region. This 

observation is consistent with the fact that DNA replication initiates only from one single 

site (oriC) [21] but terminates at a number of termination sites [22]. Next, we calculated the 

transition slope of oriC and termination region for pol V-Y11A in the ciprofloxacin 

experiments (Fig. 2, G–J). In these graphs, pol V-WT was used for background subtraction. 

Strains with the lexA51(Def) allele showed sharper lagging strand transitions at oriC (Fig. 

2G) compared to lexA+ (Fig. 2H). The calculations from Fig. 2A–J are shown in Fig. 2K.

4. Discussion

The present study provides a framework to investigate the chromosomal distribution of DNA 

synthesis reaction in E. coli by a translesion DNA polymerase, pol V. By using a series of 

lacZ alleles that have been inserted into the E. coli chromosome in opposite directions, the 

Fijalkowska and Schaaper laboratories have elegantly shown that the majority of pol V-

dependent spontaneous mutagenesis occurs on the lagging strand during genome duplication 

[14]. However, a limitation of the lacZ reversion assay is that it monitors the reversion of a 

single nucleotide in a fixed sequence context. To examine whether pol V replication occurs 

on the lagging strand genome-wide, we have taken advantage of pol V variants with 

mutations at the steric gate residue, and which are known to readily incorporate 

ribonucleotides into the E. coli genome [16,20], and have used HydEn-seq methodology 

[17] to map the location of pol V-dependent ribonucleotide misincorporation across the 

entire 4.6 Mbp genome.

While HydEn-seq detects a lagging strand preference for pol V, it is unable to display a 

similar leading-over-lagging preference as seen for pol η or other replicative DNA 

polymerases [17,19]. We speculate that even though the steric gate variant incorporates 

ribonucleotides with a preference for the lagging strand, the relative contribution of pol V to 

replication of the entire genome is minor.

Previously, Walsh et al., showed pol VR391-Y13A generates higher levels of SOS-induced 

spontaneous mutagenesis than pol V-Y11A, as it binds more repeatedly to the undamaged 

genome and for a longer time [20]. Accordingly, we saw a clear genome-wide lagging strand 

bias for pol VR391-Y13A.

The strand preference in our study might be a structural result of the pol V gating defects. 

However, our conclusion is consistent with previous observations with wild-type pol V using 

the lacZ reporter assay [14].
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Based on the data from HydEn- seq method (Figs. 1 and 2), we propose a model of how pol 

V can gain access to the E. coli genome in vivo (Fig. 2L). In our model, SOS-induced pol V 

participates in the genome replication with a lagging strand preference (red arrows). 

However, as we subtracted the lagging and leading strands signals of the wild-type enzyme 

from the steric gate mutant, we cannot exclude the possibility that pol V also participates to 

some extent in leading strand synthesis. The lagging strand preference seen in our model is 

consistent with previous studies in which the lacZ reporter system was used to investigate 

the role of pol V during SOS mutagenesis [14], but now extends to the entire E. coli genome 

and multiple sequence contexts. As previously discussed [14], pol V may have better access 

to the lagging strand because the strand is replicated discontinuously and therefore provides 

more 3′ termini. The lagging strand also generates more single-stranded DNA and is a better 

target for RecA*, which is required for maximal activation of pol V in vivo.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
Genome-wide tracking of pol V strand-specific ribonucleotide incorporation. Pol V-Y11A 

(A, top), pol VR391-Y13A (A, middle), pol V-F10L (A, bottom), and pol V-Y11A treated 

with ciprofloxacin (B) are shown with the fraction of end reads mapped to the top strand in 

bins of 10,000 bp after background subtraction using the wild-type strain. The 0.47 and 0.53 

numbers shown on the right side of the graphs are vertical viewing range in UCSC genome 

browser. For better illustration, three individual data points at positions 1,270,000, 

1,360,000, and 1,370,000 were removed when they were out of the specified range. The 

numbers marked with the ticks below the graphs show the chromosomal position in the E. 
coli genome. Replication origin, oriC and replication terminators, TerA, TerB, and TerC are 

marked with a light blue vertical line in the graph. The light green horizontal line represents 

a top strand specificity of 0.5. The plots are the average values of three independent 

biological replicates or libraries. In ciprofloxacin experiments (B), E. coli cells with wild-

type recA genetic background were grown in the presence of ciprofloxacin with a final 

concentration of 30 ng/mL for approximately 3 h. The blank area in the graph represents the 

locations in the genome with repetitive sequences that are not possible to be aligned at a 

single location to the reference genome.
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Fig. 2. 
DNA strand specificity switch at oriC and termination region. HydEn-seq data of pol V-

Y11A (A and D), pol VR391-Y13A (B and E), pol V-F10L (C and F), and ciprofloxacin 

experiments (G–J) were plotted at the DNA replication origin, oriC (A–C, G and H) and 

termination region (D–F, I and J) with the window size of ~300 kbp for origin and ~500 kbp 

for termination region in x-axis (A–J). Red dots in the scatter plots are the averaged data of 

three independent libraries similar to Fig. 1. The black line represents the data slope within 

the window. (K) The calculated slopes were used to generate a bar chart with the slopes 

value. The blue and brown colors represent oriC and termination region slopes, respectively. 

The x-axis shows different steric gates and the y-axis represents the slopes. (L) A schematic 

diagram of pol V replication enzymology in E. coli. The figure shows E. coli genome with 

one replication origin (oriC) (marked with dashed black vertical lines) and a termination 

region (buckets). Pol V participates in the whole genome replication with lagging strand 

preference (red arrows vs. blue arrows). The x-axis shows the chromosomal position in E. 
coli genome.
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Table 1

Strains and plasmids used in this study.

Strains/plasmids Relevant genotype/ characteristic Reference

RW838
a E. coli: lexA51(Def) recA730 Δ(umuDC)596::ermGT ΔdinB61::ble ΔrnhB782::kan [15]

RW916
a E. coli: lexA51(Def) Δ(umuDC)596::ermGT ΔdinB61::ble ΔrnhB782::kan LGI

c
 stocks

RW988
a E. coli: Δ(umuDC)596::ermGT ΔdinB61::ble ΔrnhB782::kan ΔpolB::ΩSpc LGI stocks

JW0178
b E. coli: ΔrnhB782::kan E. coli Genetic Stock Center

pRW134 pGB2, umuD’C (pol V wild-type) [25]

pJM963 pGB2, umuD’C-Y11A (pol V steric gate) [16]

pJM964 pGB2, umuD’C-F10L (pol V variant) [16]

pJM1282 pGB2, rumA′ B-Y13A (pol VR391 steric gate) [20]

a
Full genotype: thr-1 araD139 Δ(gpt-proA)62 lacY1 tsx-33 glnV44 galK2 hisG4 rpsL31 xyl-5 mtl-1 argE3 thi-1 sulA211.

b
Full genotype: Δ(araD-araB)567 ΔlacZ4787 rph-1 Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568 hsdR514.

c
LGI: Laboratory of Genomic Integrity.
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